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Powerful
Register NOW for the
New e-Course
by Law of Attraction Coach
& Author

Fiona Christie!
She used these techniques to conquer debilitating
illness and the demise of her14-year marriage.
Just imagine what her life insights and coaching
can do for YOU!
www.YourRoadmapToLove.com

About the e-Course
Get This Revolutionary & Affordable

16-week e-Coaching Program
Delivered Directly to Your PC
Plus One-to-one Help
Have you often wondered why other people seem to create successful love-lives, when
you experience disappointment, pain, or other dissatisfaction? What has stopped you
from achieving the love of your dreams? If you were able to eliminate the obstacles
between where you are now and where you want to be, how would your life change?
The answers to these questions and more can be found in Fiona Christie’s 16-week ecourse, ‘Shopping List for Love’. Each week via email, this master Law of Attraction
coach helps you get clear about:
Why you’ve been unable to attract your ultimate soulmate,
Why your past (or current) relationships fell short, and
How to get what you really want with ease.
Fiona crafted the content and coursework that comprise her popular e-course,
‘Shopping List for Love’, by distilling the very process she used after the collapse of her
14-year marriage. Subsequently, she met the man of her dreams: They married in May
2007!
Her multi-faceted program is packed full of unique and powerful techniques, which she
bundles together with webcasts, audio files, telephone conference calls, coaching, and
more. And it all begins when you register for this dynamic e-course.
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About the e-Course

Hunger for more in life?
Law of Attraction Coach &
Author
FIONA CHRISTIE
Shows How to
Nourish Your Soul …
Create Your Very Own

Why Is Fiona Christie’s e-Course
So Important Right Now?
The number of single women versus men has risen to epidemic proportions.
Research has shown that women are far more likely to seek help overcoming
current relationship issues, or the frustration of not being able to find the ‘right’
Mr Right. This e-course provides potent, actionable steps for those who’re ready
to create positive change.
MONEY is the number one cause of relationship issues, and in today’s troubled
economy, frail relationships are experiencing extraordinary stress. Fiona
addresses these financial conflicts, helping readers understand their money values
and delivers out-of-the-box thinking that sets both your relationship and wealth
free.
Fiona created this 16-week e-course based on the powerful concepts and actions steps
outlined in her book, ‘Shopping List for Life’. Like her book, the affordably priced ecourse helps peel back the layers and discover what’s stopping you from having the
loving, lasting relationship of your dreams.
Fiona’s found that using a shopping list in your love-life is a key factor in obtaining the
relationship of your dreams. But a shopping love-list alone isn’t enough; the keys are
all 16 secret ingredients contained in this program. With this approach, people have
successfully implemented the techniques made popular in ‘The Secret’.

Through this innovative e-course,
Life-coach and Laws of Attraction leader Fiona Christie
shows you how!
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About the Author

Meet

Fiona Christie is an international coach, author and speaker. With 21 years of study in

Fiona Christie

the field of human potential, she’s a leader in the area of personal transformational change
and achievement.
Fiona leads seminars and workshops to sell-out audiences, and works with mastermind
study groups and select individuals – people who’re committed to change and growth.
She has been a student of personal development for over 20 years and a teacher of the
Law of Attraction since the late 1990's. Fiona also has studied most of the modalities of
eastern and western development and is passionate about seeing individuals and companies
grow and excel in their lives.
Fiona holds several qualifications in Coaching and Training. Her background includes 8
years with the New Zealand Foreign Affairs Department, where she held positions in
Management and Training for over 1,200 staff.
Fiona is the founder of Your Roadmap to Love, Your Relationship With Money and
Christie Coaching, through which she coaches individuals, executives and couples on
improving their relationship potential, self-esteem, financial harmony and achieving their
optimum personal growth potential.
Fiona successfully released her first book, ‘Shopping List for Life’, in late 2008. Less than a
year later, she has released ‘Shopping List for Love’ as an e-coaching course in August
2009, in New Zealand and online.
Her ‘Love’ program has already run successfully in workshops and with private clients,
helping both women and men attract and build fabulous relationships. In fact, it’s credited
by many as the catalyst for rekindling the spark for those who’ve had relationship issues.
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16-week Email Series Covers

Lesson

Title

One

Beliefs and how they effect your relationship attractions

Two

Giving and Receiving – without this list, you won’t get what you want

Three

The Law of Feelings – if you miss this step, you’ll end up with what you don’t want!

Four

Shopping List for Love – the key component to get exactly what you want

Five

Letters to your Soulmate - bring your future relationship to life every day

Six

Refine Your Shopping List even further

Seven

Money and Relationships – money is the leading cause of conflict in relationships –
understand your money values and set your relationship and wealth free

Eight

The Law of Affirmation and Attraction – the powerful Law of Attraction, discover the
revolutionary ‘I am’ principle

Nine

Create Your Future Map – the vision board of your fabulous loving relationship

Ten

The Law of Self Belief – without it you’ll end up attracting unwanted relationships

Eleven

An Attitude of Gratitude – as if you already have everything that you desire

Twelve

Secret Law of Allowing – Learn to ‘allow’ exactly what you want into your life

Thirteen

Law of Avoidance - understanding how to be fully present in every moment

Fourteen

Law of Forgiveness – Moving on to an exciting loving relationship will never work if you
don’t work through the law of forgiveness

Fifteen

Law of Releasing – release the past and make way for your fabulous future

Sixteen

Law of Action – Your fabulous relationship won’t appear if you sit on the couch!
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Testimonials
Andrea Says...

Dianne Says...
“I am grateful for the work that Fiona does. Since attending Fiona’s
programs and coaching I have learnt so much more about myself and what
I truly want. I have also learnt why I have in the past, attracted the people
that I did. Now in my present and future I am so excited and confident
about attracting the man of my dreams, the very one who is right for me.

After initial coaching using Shopping List for Love Program:
'I realized that I’d lost myself within my long term relationship, and
with its breakdown came a sense of ‘what now’ and ‘how will I
cope’? Fiona helped me to identify why my relationship ended and
together we worked through a number of issues. Whilst a previous
relationship took more than a year to fully get over, the time it has
taken me to ‘get back out there’ has been greatly reduced thanks to
her expert coaching.

Now, I can actually dream the real true dreams that inspire me, like I'm
actually allowed to believe in them for real! I also wanted to add a big
thank you for your words of encouragement! I've gotta say it makes a
huge difference having someone that fully believes in me and is so
supportive! Maybe that's the whole point of doing what you do!, but it
means a lot to me that I have this, not only when things get challenging
but just knowing someone I know really cares about me doing my best!

My love life is back on track and I've met a wonderful partner who
ticks all of the boxes I wrote down. I did actually write them down:
same age, independent, intelligent, confident, social with lots of
friends and interests.

Thank you!

It's amazing what a difference the coaching has made!

Dianne - Wellington, New Zealand

Andrea - Wellington, New Zealand

Paula Says...
Fiona was a very positive and motivating support person in my life during a very unsure and stressful period. She helped me face my fear and keep going
by helping change the negative self-talk and beliefs that were keeping me stuck. I found the courage to move through this difficult time and Fiona was an
integral part in helping me achieve my goal. I look forward to continuing to work with Fiona as she supports me on my journey.
Paula - Holistic Health Practitioner, Wellington, New Zealand
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To Schedule a Media Appearance
Fiona Christie
Is Available for Interviews &
Speaking Engagements!
Few Law of Attraction Coaches Deliver Such a
Highly Entertaining and Insightful Presentation!
As a bonus, following an interview, Fiona offers 2 members of your
audience one FREE Gold Level Program (valued at $468)!
Please direct your audience to the website to grab free gifts.

Fiona’s profile is available for your information.
Professional photographs and press releases are available for
publishing.
To organise an interview please call
+64 4 934 5962 or +64 21 246 1169.
For more information visit
http://www.YourRoadmapToLove.com
Or email fiona@yourroadmaptolove.com
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